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rature worth writing about	  But Bengali has a
literature, dating from the fourteenth century, full of inte-
rest not only to the student, but also to the general readers.
We need not follow Mr. Duit through the other chapters
of his interesting volume. It is sufficient to refer those
of our readers who wish to know the inner life, the
thoughts, the feeling, the real life of Bengal—not the
bastard imitation of English habits and, too often, English
vices which floats like a scuni on the surface of our great
cities—to hisi book."
But Romesh Dutt was riot content merely to record
the history of Bengali literature. He wanted to join the
select band of litterateurs of the nineteenth century Ben-
gal to whom he had referred so eloquently in his Literature
of Bengal and make his own contribution to that litera-
ture. Writing to his brother on this subject, he said : "My
owm mother tongue must be my mine, and before I die I
hope to leave what will enrich the language and will conti-
nue to please my exJuntrymen after I die."
His ambition to make a substantial contribution to
Bengali literature owed its inspiration to the greatest Ben-
gali literary figure of the nineteenth century, Bankim
Chunder Chatterjee. Bankim Chunder was a close friend
of his father, and Romesh Dutt had the highest regard and
respect for ham. According to Romesh Butt's- biographer,
J. N. Gupta, it was Bankim Chunder who while discussing
Romesh. (Thunder's plans and ambitions with him suggested
that he should contribute in Bengali to the well-known
Bengali magazine of the time, Bartga Darshan (Life and
Work of Romesh Chunder Dutt by J. N. Gupta p,68).
"Write in, Bengali!", exclaimed Mr. Dutt, "but I hardly
know the Bengali literary style." "Style!", rejoined Bankim
Chunder, "whatever a cultured maa like you will write

